Abstract:
In the industrial engineering education curriculum, advanced manufacturing technology is so important to provide the students with effective industrial instructions and enrich their practical skills through the continuous development of laboratory industrial resources. Hence, the author has developed an automatic transfer switch (ATS) based on a programmable logic controller (PLC) in the laboratory of the Arab Academy for Science & Technology (AAST) as an industrial case study for the students through the course of industrial automated systems. General concepts and practical considerations of the ATS have been discussed. Steps of designing and implementing the proposed setup, including system requirements, sensors, actuators, hardware configuration, software programming and experimental tests, are demonstrated. The proposed setup has been found so effective not only in increasing students industrial knowledge and skills but also can be used as a stand-alone system in commercial and industrial practical fields.

1. Introduction
As new manufacturing technologies become available and since existing manufacturing technologies become more integrated, industrial engineering departments must continuously developed their laboratory resources in order to provide their students with effective instructions [1]. Automatic transfer switch (ATS) is an important component in many electrical power systems. High voltage ATS ratings and selectively features are discussed in [2]-[4]. Currently, many manufacturing functions are automated through the use of computers (PC), micro-controllers (μC) and programmable logic controllers (PLC) [5]. PLCs have become at the forefront of manufacturing automation due to their simple, robust and reliable hardware connections and software programming techniques [6]-[7]. PLCs have been effectively used in process control [8]-[9] and electrical power systems, such as tap-changer, substation control and protection [10]-[13], and etc.

2. General Concepts
Feeding different loads in the low voltage distribution systems, such as residential, commercial and industrial areas, depends on the requirements and importance of each load. Some loads may only be fed from the main source while others could be fed from different backup sources. Figure 1 illustrates a distribution system having different supply sources. The designer may categorize loads according to their importance as follows:

- **a- Normal loads:** such as lighting and outlets. Such loads are fed from only one source (the main), hence if the main is off, these loads will be off.

- **b- Emergency loads:** such as emergency lighting and lifts. These loads are normally fed from the main source and in case of main power failure; the emergency generator will feed such loads as a backup source through the ATS system till the main source is on again.

- **c- Important loads:** such as hospital operation and intensive care rooms. These loads could be fed from three different backup sources, the main source, the emergency generator and the uninterrupted power supply (UPS). In case of fault in the main source and the emergency generator, these important loads can be fed from the UPS through the transfer switch (TS). Such important loads are off-line fed from the UPS through the TS, hence should accept the small shut down period due to the transition of the TS. This transfer switch (TS) may also be automatic, and in this case static switches are recommended for their fast switching response [14].

---

**Figure 1: Distribution of loads**
d- Critical loads: such as electronic, control and protection equipments. Such critical loads do not accept any interruption in the electrical power; hence they are on-line fed from the UPS. The UPS converts the AC voltage, coming from the main or from the backup generator, to DC voltage (using AC to DC power electronics converter) for charging the batteries bank and feeding the critical loads through the DC to ac inverter. In case of main and emergency power failure, the batteries bank will instantaneously feed the critical loads through the DC to AC inverter without any power interruption. A manual transfer switch (TS) may be utilized in case of maintenance of the UPS unit.

It should be noted that all loads are categorized according to the customer requires and load priorities, hence determining equipment sizes and the overall cost.

Transformer size is determined by the sum of all loads while generator size is chosen depending on the sum of emergency, important and critical loads. The UPS capacity should cover both important and critical loads.

3. Practical Considerations
Automatic transfer switches are used to serve a continuous power for the load by automatic transferring between two or more sources when the main source are down or decreased below a certain limit. The ATS automatically disconnects the faulty source and connects the load to the other healthy source. Some practical consideration should be taken into account when ATS systems are utilized, such as:

a- Voltage: The voltage regulation of the back up source should be between the permissible ranges. This could be fulfilled using an automatic voltage regulator (AVR) unit to automatically control the excitation of the generator, hence the output voltage. In the UPS, the DC to AC inverter is controlled to match voltage requirements.

b- Frequency: The generator frequency is determined by the speed of the driving engine, which is provided by a closed loop speed control system to supply the electrical loads with the standard frequency. The UPS normally operated at a fixed output frequency (50 Hz or 60 Hz according to the country standards).

c- Synchronization: In case of the utilization of more than one backup sources, such as two emergency generators or the main it self consists of main transformer and main generator, synchronization conditions (same voltage, frequency, phase sequence and phase shift) should be considered before transferring the power through the ATS.

4. Implementation
Steps of the design and implementation of a digitally controlled industrial system could be summarized as:

1. Specify system general requirements.
2. Verify the suitable controller, sensors and actuators.
3. Connect the power and control circuits.
4. Write down the software algorithm.
5. Test practically the whole system.

Such design steps for the proposed ATS using PLC will be discussed through the following sections.

4.1 System Requirements
The basic function of the proposed ATS is to transfer the loads to the generator incase of main failure then back to the main in healthy condition. The sequence of operation can be summarized as:

Figure 2: Connection of power circuit

Figure 3: Connection of control circuit
1. In case of main source failure detection, disconnect the loads from the main.
2. Start the generator engine unit.
3. If the generator output voltage is stable and reach the required value, then connect the loads to the generator.
4. If the main is back and stable, disconnect the loads from the generator then connect them back to the main.
5. Stop the generator unit.

4.2 Sensors and Actuator

**Sensors:** The main and emergency voltage signals should be monitored by the PLC. Simple relays are proposed to detect these voltages as their coils are connected to the line voltages while their contacts are connected to the control circuit (the inputs of the PLC). $R_1$ is for main voltage $V_M$ ($R-S$), $R_2$ is for main voltage $V_M$ ($S-T$), and $R_3$ is for generator voltage $V_G$ ($R-S$).

**Actuators:** Two contactors, mechanically and electrically interlocked, are proposed ($K_M$ and $K_G$). The coils of these power contactors are tripped through the control relays ($R_M$ and $R_G$) as outputs of the PLC. Other two PLC output signals ($R_F$ and $R_A$) are required to start the engine and build up voltage from the generator. Two circuit breakers ($CB_M$ and $CB_G$) should be provided for protection of the power circuits.

Practically, the engine may require ignition signal and fuel feeding signal. However, in the proposed laboratory setup, no engine was valid, and a DC motor with a DC power electronic speed control unit is utilized to drive the synchronous generator. Hence the two relays ($R_F$ and $R_A$) are now used for the field and armature of the DC drive unit.

4.3 Hardware connections

**Power circuit:** Connections of the power circuit are shown in figure 2, where the 3-ph loads can be fed either from the main or the emergency generator through the contactors ($K_M$ and $K_G$) and circuit breakers ($CB_M$ and $CB_G$).

**Control circuit:** A PLC is utilized to control the system to achieve the requirements. Connections between the PLC and all sensors and actuators are shown in figure 3.

4.4 Software programming

The sequence of operation for the proposed setup can be summarized as:

**Fault condition:**
If any phase of the main source is out ($R_1$ or $R_2$ is OFF):
1- instantaneously, disconnect the main source through its contactor ($R_M$ is OFF).
2- after time delay ($T_1$), start the generator ($R_F$ is ON).
3- after time delay ($T_2$), built up voltage from the generator ($R_A$ is ON).
4- check for the generator output voltage ($R_3$ is ON).
5- if yes and stable for time period ($T_3$), connect the generator through its contactor ($R_G$ is ON).

**Normal condition:**
If none of the main source phases is out ($R_1$ and $R_2$ are ON)
1- if yes and stable for time period ($T_4$), disconnect the generator through its contactor ($R_G$ is OFF).
2- after time delay ($T_5$), connect the main through its contactor ($R_M$ is ON).
3- after time delay ($T_6$), shutdown the generator unit ($R_F$ and $R_A$ are OFF).

The ladder program, shown in figure 4, has been developed using PC software provided with the PLC. Program symbols are listed in table 1. The program has been simulated then downloaded to the PLC using the provided PC program. It should be noted that timer values could be individually set according to system requirements and restrictions.
4.5 Experimental Tests
The overall setup has been implemented as shown in figure 5. Voltage waveforms of the load, main source and emergency generator are scored using digital storage oscilloscope under the control of the PLC for different cases listed in table 2 and illustrated in figure 6.

From figure 6 it can be seen that the proposed ATS using the PLC has effectively fulfilled the required sequence of operation in order to supply the load with power from two different backup sources under normal and fault conditions. The system has been implemented as a practical case study though the course of industrial automated system and has been found so effective and helpful not only in practicing the academy students on the actual industrial systems, but also providing a good example for teaching such industrial courses. It should be noted that the proposed system has been implemented in such industrial form to be directly utilized in industrial and commercial actual applications.

5. Conclusions
This paper demonstrated steps for designing and implementing an automatic transfer switch using a programmable logic controller. The proposed setup has been developed in the Arab Academy for Science & Technology as a part of educational course in order to improve student capabilities and enrich their knowledge of the advanced manufacturing technology applied to the industrial engineering applications. The overall system has been found simple and effective to be used in different educational, commercial and industrial applications.
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Figure 6: Experimental voltage waveforms for different cases of operation